FRIENDSHIP APPLICATION
GENERAL INFORMATION
Name:

Nicknames:

Current Age:

Gender:

Sexual preference:

Number of siblings:

Your place in birth order:

Closest with which parent?

Location:

Current level of study:

Current profession:

Drug use/frequency and type?

Alcohol use/frequency and type?
Number of current close friends: 0-2 3-8 9-15 16+ (please circle)

Languages spoken:

What type of friendship are you looking for (best friend, close friend, friend with benefits, acquaintance, etc.)?
PERSONALITY
Circle the 5 which you think most describe you:

Adventurer; Animal Lover; Artsy; Athletic; Blogger; Blue Collar; Bookworm; Class Clown; Club Kid; Coffee Snob;
Comic Nerd; Crafty; Daredevil; Diva; Fashionista; Film/TV Junkie; Free Thinker; Geek; Gamer; Hedonist; Hipster;
Hippie; Homebody; Hopeless Romantic; Humanist; Intellectual; Maker; Music Snob; Night Owl; Nomad;
Photographer; Player; Poet; Princess; Professional; Rockstar; Starving Artist; Straight Edge; Traveler; Techie;
Treehugger; Sapiophile; Tattoed/Pierced; Vegetarian; Vegan; Yogi; Yuppy
Other(s): ____________________________________

Choose two of those five traits and give a brief summary of how that choice plays a role in your life:
1)
2)
List six main personality traits you have (3 postitive, 3 negative)
Rate your confidence (1-10):

Rate your happiness (1-10):

Rate your enjoyment of life (1-10):

Rate your maturity level (1-10):

Mental disorders/types?

Are you more logical or emotional?

Describe your sense of humour:
OPINIONS AND VALUES

Define “intelligence” in your own words:

Political beliefs:

The world is getting better

worse

Religious/spiritual beliefs:

Love is overrated underrated neither

The most important things in my life are:
Tolerance for those who are different than youself: complete tolerance
Willingness to make compromises: complete willingness

high

Patience when dealing with the flaws of others: complete patience

high

medium

medium

low

high

medium

low

complete lack

complete lack
low

complete lack

(circle one)
(circle one)
(circle one)

Rate the following using the numbers 1 to 5 (1 being of no importance to you, 3 being somewhat, 5 being of great importance)

Honesty

Polite manners

Socializing

Time alone

Learning new things

Being kind

Getting what you want

Pleasing others

Have you ever stolen something?

Have you ever scammed someone?

If you answered yes to either, please explain the situation and how you feel looking back on it:

How important is fun in your life?
What was the most fun experience you’ve had to date?
What opinions and values do you disagree with?

How much fun do you have in your life?

FRIENDSHIP APPLICATION
PAST FRIENDSHIP EXPERIENCE
Length of friendship:

Quality of friendship on your end:

Is the friendship simple or difficult to
maintain? Why?

What made/makes this friendship work?
OTHER INFORMATION
Does grammar/spelling matter to you in conversation?
Have you ever been in a romantic relationship? Y/N

A sexual one?

Y/N

How long did it last?

Briefly give your opinions or thoughts on the following topics:

Small Talk

Personality Tests

Drug/Alcohol use

Science

Vacations

Barack Obama

University/College

Animals

Horoscopes

The Future

Sex

Nights

Mornings

Loneliness

The Human Brain

What 2 things can you not tolerate (one serious answer, one mild pet peeve)?

RELEVANT INFORMATION
Why does the receiver of the application appeal to you as a friend?
What makes you a better choice of friend for said person than other applicants?
Are you open to using Skype video calls? Sending snail mail? Talking over the phone? Elaborate if needed.
What are your hobbies?

Favorite activity:

Favorite documentary genre:

Favorite type of food:

Favorite genre of movie/show/book:

List 3 likes:

List 3 dislikes:

What are the skills you have that you are the most proud of?
What qualities in the recipient of this application would be deal-breakers of a potential friendship?

Do you hold any fears/doubts about this potential friendship, and what are they?

Is there anything else about yourself that you believe you should share with the recipient early on?

BONUS INFORMATION
If you are unable or uncomfortable answering any of the answers to any of the following questions, please leave them blank.
Medical diagnoses:

Myers-Briggs Personality Type:

Approximate average of grades of highest education level achieved:
Share a deep, dark secret of yours with the receiver of this application:

Height:
Weight:

